Lee’s Summit High School
Tigerette Dance Team
Team Guidelines 2017-18

Parents and Dance Team Candidates:

Try-Out Procedures
Dance team candidates will learn a short mix routine of pom and jazz and then perform a kick-line. The routine will
then be performed and evaluated on the third day of try-outs within a small group. Dance team candidates will also be
evaluated on their technical and performance skills during try-outs. The required technical and performance skills are
listed below. In order to be selected to be a part of the 2017-18 dance team, candidates must possess specific technical
and performance skills. The coaches also use the information sheet that was completed and turned in at try-outs to help
determine team placement. Dance team candidates will be notified via a list posted on the B Gym doors on Browning
Street on Wednesday night, after try-outs.

Dance Team Performance Skills
-Showmanship (good facials)
-High Energy Level
-Excellent Work Ethic

-Ability to Learn Routines
-Enthusiastic Attitude
-Good Memory

Dance Team Technical Skills
-Triple Pirouette & working towards quad
-Split Leaps
-Chaine Pitch (Calypso)
-High Battements and Extensions

-Turns in Second/Fouettes
-Leaps in second
-Piques
-Right & Left Splits

-Toe Touch
-Spinning Disc
-Middle Splits

Tigerette Dance Team Performance Activities and Events
The LSHS dance team will perform at several events throughout the school-year such as home football half-time shows,
the Homecoming parade, Mini Tigerette Dance Camp Fundraiser, school assemblies, community events (if invited), and
selected home basketball pre-game or half-time shows. The dance team also will participate in 3 competitions in the
MO area Dec-Jan-Feb (Examples include: Kansas City Classic, LSN Competition and State). This next season, our team
will also compete at the UDA Nationals in Orlando, FL in early February. The requirement is for all dance team
members to be in attendance at all team performances and competition events unless specifically told that they are not
required to do so. Solo’s, duo’s and ensembles performances at regional and state competitions are not mandatory to
compete in. Departure and arrival times for competitions and events will be announced as soon as possible once
performance times are decided on.

ATTENDANCE GUIDELINES
Attendance at all practices and performances are mandatory unless absent from school the same day. If you need
to stay after school or come in early to work with a teacher, please try to work around our practice schedule first
if possible. Although, if you do plan to see a teacher, the dance team member must notify a coach and capatins.
Demerits may occur if the tardiness or absence could have been avoided. If a dance team member misses the
practice prior to any performance, they may be benched for the upcoming half-time performance and part of sidelines if coaches feel it necessary due to lack of preparedness. If an unexcused absence occurs the practice prior to
a performance, the dance team member will be benched from that performance. Unexcused absences will be
given demerits if the absence could have been avoided. Attendance at the summer practices labeled “Mandatory

Attendance” are required and unexcused absences from these few practices will result in demerits and being
benched from a performance(s). Required summer practices were condensed to allow ample time for competitive
dance competitions and nationals, vacations, etc. Dance camp is also required and mandatory. If you know now
that you will be absent from any of these required practices/events, communication is required immediately to
see if a plan can be worked out for you so you can still be a part of the dance team.

PERFORMANCE CUTS
As a member of the LSHS Dance Team, it is not assured that you will perform every half-time/pre-game football,
and basketball season routines with the squad. The practice prior to each performance will be used to determine
who will perform (based off of skill level, memory of the routine being performed and attendance). If members
have been absent from practices prior to a performance, that team member must come and sit, but will not be
allowed to perform at the performance the next day (see Demerits). Coach’s discretion will also be used to
determine the members of the team who will perform at each competition. Evaluations will be made throughout
the season while competition routines are practiced and cleaned and the final decision will be made by the
coaches prior to each competition. Routines may be evaluated using a try-out process. This will enable the squad
to perform at its best at all times. If you are not in one of the competition routines it does not mean that you
cannot be in others. You may be in one or all, depending on your skill level. The coaches evaluate on smile, style
(looking like the rest of the squad), memory, endurance, sharpness, execution, and technical skill level. If a
member lacks in any of these areas, she will be cut from the performance. All cuts will be decided by the coaches.
If a member is cut from a competition routine, she is cut from that particular routine for all future competitions
also, but remains an alternate and will practice with the team at all rehearsals. If a member has a conflict with
attending a competition and has to miss and it is considered an unexcused absence, that member will be cut from
all future competitions.

TEAM CAPTAIN SELECTION
The purpose of the captains is to provide team spirit, team pride, build team unity, aid in team communication, lead practice
and performance warm-ups, choreograph sidelines & mini camp routines, and help with choreography of competition
routines, etc. Please see “Captain Requirements” form for more specific roles of the team captains and you are interested in
the position. In order to be selected as a team captain, you must be a returning team member from the previous season. The
team captain’s main allegiance must be to the dance team and no other LSHS or non -LSHS team or activity. Dance team
must come first above any other extra-curricular activity within/out LSHS. Application must be turned in prior to tryouts.
Team captain positions vary year-to-year. The process this year for determining the team captains will be as follows: First,
any returning team member may complete an application for the team captain positions. Next, an interview with the coaches
will take place at try-outs for those who completed an application for a captain position. The coaches will then take all the
collected information from the application and interview to make the team captain selections.

CAMP
The team will attend the UDA Dance Camp at the University of Central Missouri, Warrensburg MO. July 16-19. The team
will learn at least three dance routines. These routines will be performed during half-time at home football, soccer and
selected home basketball games. Because we feel that this experience is so important and valuable to each girl, camp is
required for everyone. These 4 days in the summer are mandatory for all dance team members to attend, therefore ALL
must attend. If you see a conflict for yourself or your daughter, please contact me immediately, before tryouts, to see if
accommodations can be made as to where arrangements can be made for attendance. Private studio dance team competitions
are not excused. Summer jobs or vacations will not be considered an excuse for not attending either. Exceptions to this may
include severe injury or hospitalization, dance team studio nationals or a once in a lifetime event. Prior approval of the coach
and administration is required to miss camp. If you do miss camp for an unexcused reason, the team member will be
benched from the camp “Home Routine” and one camp routine that our team will perform at half-time football and basketball
games. Each time the camp “Home Routine” and the camp routine is performed, the team member will be required to dress
and sit, but not be allowed to perform.

PHYSICALS
It is required by the State Activities Association that all dance team participants have a physical. You will not be able to
participate, including try-outs, until you have turned in your form. In order for your physical to be valid for the summer of
2017, and for the school year 17-18, it must be dated after 2/01/17. A current physical on file is good for tryouts and through
the last day of the school for the 16-17 school year. This physical expires May 31, 2017. You can obtain a form from your
school athletic office.

WORK OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL
Most students cannot be enrolled in a full day of school, hold down a full or part time job, be actively engaged in
dance team, establish and keep good grades, and maintain adequate health. In most cases, something must
suffer. Therefore, no dance team member may be employed unless it is on a part-time basis. WORK WILL NOT
BE A REASON FOR MISSING PRACTICE AND/OR PERFORMANCE. If you are employed on a part-time basis,
it will be necessary that your employer be very willing to allow you to miss work often for afternoon practices and
performances, or unscheduled practices. There are serious consequences for those not attending practice. (see
demerits)

OTHER ACTIVITIES
Due to the fact that the Dance Team is a performing group and each member's presence has a direct effect on the
overall performance of the group, it is absolutely necessary for each member to attend every practice and
performance. Therefore, members should not schedule any non-school affiliated activities which will conflict with
the dance team activities. Performances will not be scheduled until the fall. Please remember that your first
commitment is to the LSHS Dance Team. If you do participate in other LSHS activities, arrangements must be
made with the sponsor or coach for missing a practice ahead of time. Prior to try-outs, all activities must be
communicated on your application and discussed with the coach for any possible conflicts . Missing a dance
team performance to participate in another school activity that could be avoided is inappropriate. Demerits can
be given for missing a practice/performance per coach’s discretion if it is deemed inappropriate. Missing a
practice, half-time performance, or competition for a non-LSHS activity will result in demerits and/or even
removal from future performances and other competitions (see demerits). Coach discretion will be used in certain
situations. Remember, you are signing up for dance team in March, and if you are chosen, you owe your first
allegiance to this team. Also, any junior trying out who plans to graduate at semester of her senior year, should
not tryout. This is a full year commitment, not a semester commitment.

COMPETITION DANCE TEAMS OUTSIDE LSHS
We highly encourage our dance team members to stay involved in their competitive dance team programs. We believe that
dance team members must continue to pursue their dance education in order to maintain and continue to improve their
dance skills. LSHS Dance Team though must override any outside competitive dance program events and LSHS Dance Team
members must commit to attend all functions, practices, performances, and competitions in which the Tigerettes are apart of.
Therefore, demerits will be given for missing a Tigerette performance or required team activity if it is for a competition dance
team program.

TECHNIQUE CLASS
In order for all dance team members to continuously possess the desired skills for the dance team at the competitive level and
continue to improve, members of the team are highly encouraged to attend a weekly advanced jazz and/or ballet technique
class throughout the year. A leaps and turns class is also highly recommended. Talk to a coach about local dance studios that
offer such classes.

GRADES
If an applicant has not been able to make "C" or above grades before becoming a member of dance team, it would
be very difficult to maintain good grades with additional practices and performance times which would take time
away from her study. Therefore, it is required that the applicant be enrolled in at least 3.0 credit classes and
have received 3.0 credits the semester prior to tryouts. Grades may affect team placement. Also, she may not
have any “Needs Improvement” in her conduct. Tigerettes who are struggling to keep a “C” average in her
classes will be placed on probation. If grades continue to be an issue, the Tigerette may be benched.
Dance team members must pass six out of seven classes in order to remain on the dance team (learning lab does
not count as a class). If a member of the dance team has one “F,” and is enrolled in seven class (not a learning
lab), then she can still be on the team, but she will be placed on probation. She will meet with her coach and the
teacher involved to plan how she will bring her grade up. If a girl receives two "F" on her semester grade card,
she will be dismissed from the squad.

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE/DISCIPLINE RECORD
The applicant's discipline and attendance will be checked by the coaches. Ninety-percent attendance is required.
Also, students must attend school a minimum of the last four hours of school day to participate in any activity
scheduled for that day, unless excused by an administrator.

COMPETITION CHOREOGRAPHY
Dates will be selected at a later time. Attendance at choreography sessions are mandatory and will be announced
at a later date.

MORAL AND ETHICAL VALUES
Certain standards are necessary for the integrity and reputation of any organization. Participation in the
Tigerette Dance Team is a privilege which carries with it responsibilities to the school, to the activity, to the
student body, to the community. Therefore, a dance team member is never to be truant from class. She is never
to be smoking, drinking, or using any kind of illegal drug either on or off campus while a member of dance team.
Profanity shall not be part of her vocabulary. She must maintain sound citizenship and desirable social traits.
Dance team members must abide by the school policy as dress code, technology usage, PDA, etc. If any of the
above expectations are not met, the directors have the authority to immediately dismiss the member from the
squad. Remember, your attitude and behavior is a reflection of the whole squad. Therefore, a positive attitude is
necessary at all times and tattling, gossiping, etc. will not be tolerated. See Conduct later in guidelines for
disciplinary action.

CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM
Because of the precision and perfection required, uniformity is most necessary. We are all individuals and must
keep that individuality. However, at times, particularly during performances, we have to work as a team.
Therefore, there will be much corrective criticism given to every person. Please do not take this personally.

PRACTICE ATTIRE
Dance team members will dress for practice using their camp/practice-wear purchased and according to a
calendar provided by the team captain(s). All dance team members need to wear dance shoes (NO SOCKS) and
all hair must be pulled back in a pony tail, off the face at all practices from the start of practice time. If you have
short hair, no hair can be in the eyes and also must be pulled back. NO jewelry, watches, fitbits, etc. can be worn.

PARENTAL ROLE/SUPPORT
Parental support is a necessity for any team to be successful. Therefore, we will have several opportunities for
parents to get involved with the dance team. There are several committee options that parents can play a role in
from stoning the performance-wear/costumes to fundraiser advisors/helpers, to spirit committees. Sign-ups will
occur at the parent meeting. If parents have a concern or question, it is imperative that they contact a coach via
the contact info that is given on the practice schedule sheet in this packet. Contacting a coach for a non-emergency
reason via their personal home or cell phone is not acceptable. Email and school voicemail are the best way to
contact a coach. If you need to talk to us, please state that in the email or voicemail and give state the best time
and contact phone number to use.

LETTERING
Members of the LSHS Dance Team will be eligible to letter if the following guidelines are met. Remember, to letter is an
honor so the guidelines are strict:
1. A member cannot accumulate more than 18 demerits throughout the entire season.
2. A member should not miss more than three performances for any reason.
3. A member must not violate the conduct/citizenship guidelines.
4. A letter is granted upon final approval from the dance team coaches.
5. A member must remain in good standing with their grades.
6. A member must have competed in at least one competition routine in all the competitions.

INJURIES
If a member has an injury, she will be expected to perform the routine requirements or be removed from the performance. If
she is unable to participate a doctor must be seen and a note must be retained stating limitations and when a member is
cleared for performance. Once a team member has seen a doctor for their injury, a note must be attained in order to be
released.

Tigerette Dance Team Financial Obligations
UNIFORM AND OTHER COSTS
There will be several uniforms worn by the Tigerettes. The uniforms are owned by the school. They are to be
worn on days of athletic activities. We will also have camp/practice-wear, shoes, warm-up jacket, and poms that
must be purchased by each team member. The purpose of dressing alike is so you will think and act like a team.
Keep in mind, the following are estimated cost and may need to be adjusted at a later date.
There is an initial expense for dance team members. To facilitate ordering and payment of
equipment, each dance team member will be assessed a fee for the following items:

Required Items for ALL Members
Team Camp Fee: $500*
Camp/Practice Wear: $125
Tigerette Spirit Shirt: $35
Tights: $30
Jazz Shoes (black & tan): $70
Tennis Shoes: $75

Required for NEW Members
Tigerette Earwarmer: $15
Performance Boots: $60
Practice Poms: $30
Back Pack: $40
Warm-Up Jacket: $85
Performance Leggings: $40

Competition Choreography Fee: $200
Competition Costume #1 Fee: $175
Competition Costume #2 Fee: $75
Rhinestone Fee: $50
UDA Nationals Fee: $1200** (Estimated & payments due beginning late summer)
*Camp fee includes meals at camp, stay, camp curriculum and classes, coaches’ fees and transportation to camp.
Transportation back from camp must be provided by individual. Even if a team member can’t attend camp, all
fees, including the camp fee must be paid in full to be a member of the team.
**There will be many fundraisers offered to assist individual families off-set and/or pay for the UDA Nationals
in Orlando, FL. next February. Payment in full for both the Tigerette team fees and UDA Nationals MUST be
paid in FULL by December 1st in order to attend.
All of the items that are purchased are property of the girls and must remain in their possession the entire year
& can only be worn at practices/performances as decided by coaching staff.

Three options are available for payment for the dance team fees for the 2017-18 school-year.
1)
2)

3)

Checks for the full amount can be made payable to LSHS and are due at the parent meeting to Coach
Stone. One for the Tigerette Team Fees and one for the UDA Nationals.
-ORA payment plan can be utilized by filling out a payment plan contract at the parent meeting. A down
payment of $350 is due at the parent meeting if you plan to take part in the payment plan. Then, the
payment plan will take the total amount due and be divided into 5 payments: Payments will be due at
the first practice of each of the following months or must be dropped off at the main office: May, June,
July, August & September. National’s payments will be October, November and December. All fees must
be paid in full by first competition, in December, in order to be included in the competition and in
Nationals.
Online payments may be an option. I will discuss this at the parent meeting.
*Also, a one-time $50 LS R-7 Athletic Participation Fee will be collected at the 2017-18 Enrollment*

DEMERIT SYSTEM:
Demerits will be kept in two sessions, which one being the Spring-Summer and throughout football season, the
other the Late Fall, after football season and into winter throughout basketball and competition season (to the
end of season). You will be allowed 9 demerits a session before any penalties occur, although, obtaining demerits
for certain situations, as listed below, and could result in being benched prior to the 10. If you receive 10
demerits, you will be benched for one performance, 14 demerits another performance, 16 demerits another
performance. If you receive 18 total demerits within the same session, you will be dismissed from the squad.
Please pay close attention to the demerit list.

PRACTICE:
Late to practice
Late more than 20 minutes Unexcused
Not dressed and ready (shoes on, hair, etc.) for practice on time
Unexcused Absence from practice
Wrong practice outfit (see Practice Attire)
No poms or shoes
Not notifying a coach of an absence the same day
Not practicing full-out





1
2
1
3
1
1
1
2

If two or more practices are missed for any reason between performances, the member will not perform at the
upcoming performance.
Demerits will not be given for an absence from practice if a student was excused absent from school, however,
the above rule applies.
If a member is benched for more than three performances for any reason, (within an entire dance team school
year) she will be dismissed from the squad.
If a team member is sick, such as running a fever, etc., she is not required to attend practice. If the member
is just not feeling well, they are still expected to attend practice and watch. The above rule applies though is
absent.

PERFORMANCE
Late to performance
More than 15 minutes late Unexcused
Absence (Unexcused)
Not contacting coach before a performance (you will be absent)
Wrong or incomplete uniform, you will not perform



1
2
3
4
3

Demerits will not be given for an absence from a performance if the student was excused absent from school,
however, a member will be benched one performance for every two performances she misses because of
absence from school.
If a member is benched for more than three performances for this reason, she will be dismissed from the
squad.

MISCELLANEOUS:





Wrong or incomplete uniform at school
2
Missed money making project/Lack of following requirements
3
Not following directions of coaches
2
Being rude to coaches or teammates (see Conduct on next page)
3
Late returning to or leaving early from a game or event
1
Lack of team support/Negative attitude/Tattling (See conduct)
3
Coaches have the right to give demerits for other inappropriate behaviors at their own discretion.
Refusal to participate and full-filling the requirements of the fundraiser will result in dismissal from the
squad.
Directors have the right to bench members for severe negligence of dance team responsibilities.

All demerits will be kept in a notebook and will be available to you at all times. The coaches will
make every effort to inform you as you approach 10 demerits; however, IT IS YOUR REPONSIBILITY
TO BE AWARE OF YOUR DEMERIT SITUATION. If the situation occurs where demerits are needed
and are not listed above, it will be up to the coaches to decide the number of demerits the person will
receive.

CONDUCT/CITIZENSHIP






The general conduct of every Tigerette at all times must be beyond reproach. Gross misconduct
will result in dismissal.
Tigerettes must uphold high citizenship and desirable social traits for herself and the squad.
PDA, inappropriate usage of technology while in class, not abiding by school dress code policy.
Lack of team support, negative team attitude, and tattling of teammates.
Inappropriate use of texting (sexting), social networking sites, and discussions about the Tigerette
Dance Team is included.
Violation will result in the following procedures:
First Offense:
Second Offense:
Third Offense:




Conference, 3 demerits, benched for one performance
Conference, 6 demerits and benched from two performances.
Dismissal

Smoking, drinking, or use of drugs while in uniform will result in immediate dismissal.
Smoking or drinking while not in uniform will result in the following procedures:
First Offense:
Second Offense:

Loss of eligibility for a minimum of 40% of performances and 6 demerits
Loss of eligibility for 365 days, beginning with violation.




The use of drugs while not in uniform will result in immediate dismissal from the team.
Tigerettes must change from their uniform in a reasonable amount of time following a game and
before they go to a social event.
First Offense:
Conference and 4 demerits
Second Offense:
Benched for 40% of Season
Third Offense:
Dismissal from squad



On overnight stays, conduct will be discussed with the squad. Any obstruction of rules set for in
the discussion or regular gross misconduct rules, will result in a least 40% of performances, no
further participation on overnight travel, and possible dismissal from the squad.
Any girl who has been dismissed from cheerleading, dance team or color guard, may not tryout
the following year.
Any dance team member put in ISS will be benched for three performances.
Any dance team member put in ISS a second time or OSS will be dismissed from the squad.





COACH/TIGERETTE CONFERENCES
During the season, the coaches and dance team members will individually conference with one-another to set goals, look at
progress being made, discuss demerit totals, issues at hand, and for the dance team member to ask questions she may have
These procedures are in line with all extracurricular activities at Lee's Summit High School. Any additional penalties for
misconduct will and can be decided by the coaches.

Coach Contact Info
Rachel Stone, Tigerette Head Coach/Director
Lee’s Summit High School
Email: rachel.stone@lsr7.net
Voicemail: 986-1499 Ext. 8594
Main Office 986-2000
Tigerette Assistant Coaches/Choreographers
Kaitlin Rader
Caitlyn Wilcher
Jennifer Blankenship

Tigerette Dance Team
Practice Schedule 2017-18

TRY-OUTS—Mandatory Attendance
April 10 & 11: 3-5 PM

April 12: 4-6:00 PM

Location: LSHS B Gym

SPRING—Mandatory Attendance
Parent Meeting/Team Camp-Wear/Spirit Wear Fitting
Thursday, April 27th 6-8 PM LSHS Lecture Hall

Team Technique/Choreography: May 20 9-11 AM & May 21 6-8 PM

SUMMER—Mandatory Attendance
June—OFF No Formal, team practices. Individual responsibility will be required as in working on
newly learned competition choreography, the fight song, team side-lines, etc. Videos will be placed on
our team’s Facebook group page and members must come back in August with these ready to perform.
July 4-10 Dead Week—No Practice/No Coach Coach-Player Contact
July 14 Mandatory Practice 5-9 PM
July 15 Mandatory Practice 9 AM-1 PM
July 16-19 UDA Dance Camp University of Central Missouri, Warrensburg, MO.
July 20-30 Off

SCHOOL-YEAR Mandatory Attendance
July 31st Fall Practice Begins—Specific Dates/Times TBA
Practices are TBA once school begins. They will occur either before school or right after school three
days per week on average (unless competition week), depending on practice space availability.
*Additional practices are added the week prior to competitions and are mandatory also. Days may
change due to half-days, no-school days, etc. Choreography sessions will also be added and are
required by all to attend. Practices will be held at LSHS in various locations or at other R-7 facilities.

Tigerette Dance Team
Important Notes and Dates



Tryouts are closed to everyone except participants trying out, the senior
captains who are teaching the try-out routine, the judges and coaches.



The coaches will make the final decision for team placement



All persons trying out must wear all black on day 3 and have dance shoes on



A current physical must be completely filled out and turned in on the first day
of try-outs or prior to (must be valid through May 31, 2017).



The Dance Team Application must be completely filled out and turned in on
or before try-out first day



Mandatory parent meeting be held on Thursday, April 27th 6-8 PM in the LSHS
Lecture Hall. At least one parent needs to be present at this meeting with
their athlete and a down payment of $350 must be made this evening.



The next payment will be due the first of May, based off your payment plan
choice agreed to



Dance team members must look at required dates and notify Coach Stone of
any conflicts prior to try-outs



There will be a couple fund-raiser dates added to the summer calendar that
will be mandatory



Returning Tigerettes (current 9-11) will take part in the TPX Games in May
TBA

Lee’s Summit High School
Tigerette Dance Team Application
Name ________________________________________________________ Current Grade ________
Address _____________________________________________________________________
Parents Name(s) _____________________________________________________________
Parent(s) Home Phone Number_________________________________
Parent(s) Work Phone Number__________________Parent(s) Cell Number___________________
Parent(s) Email Address ______________________________________________________________

I have read, understand, and have discussed the Try-Out Procedures with my
parents/guardians. I understand and am aware of the Performance Cuts Procedures and
agree to support the coach’s decision in regards to all performances and competitions.
Dance Team Candidate’s Signature ___________________________________________________

I understand the expectations of the Tigerette Dance Team in regards to sportsmanship,
citizenship, conduct, scholastics and the commitment to remain alcohol, tobacco and drug
free throughout my entire membership on the squad. I agree to abide by the policies and
regulations set forth under the conduct/citizenship section of the team guidelines should I
be chosen a member of the Lee's Summit High School Tigerettes.
Dance Team Candidate’s Signature ___________________________________________________

I have read the Tigerette Team Guidelines and am aware of all expectations if I am chosen
to be a member of the LSHS Tigerette Dance Team. I understanding the policies,
regulations, and Attendance Guidelines.
Dance Team Candidate’s Signature ___________________________________________________

Parents/Guardian(s):
I have read the Tigerette Team Guidelines and am aware of all expectations of my child if
she is chosen a member of the Tigerette Dance Team. Understanding the policies,
regulations, Financial Obligations and Attendance Guidelines, I give my daughter
permission to try-out for the LSHS Tigerette Dance Team.
Parent/Guardian Signature___________________________________________________________

Tigerette Applicant Questions
1. Why do you want to be a Tigerette?

2. What activities are you involved in during the spring? Please be specific.
(Example, I run track, I’m in the awards assembly, I dance on a competitive
dance team at a studio, etc.)

3. What activities do you plan to be involved in during the 2016-17 school-year
other than Tigerettes if you were to make the team?
LSHS Clubs, Sports, & Activites:

NON-LSHS Off Campus Activities:

4. Are you currently enrolled at a dance studio?

5. If so, which one and how often do you attend class?

6. Are you on a competition dance team? If yes, how long have you been on the
team?

7. If yes, are you attending any dance competitions in July? If yes, do you see
any conflicts with the planned July calendar?

8. Do you have any conflicts for the spring and summer requirements posted in
the team guidelines? Explain.

